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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

"Yea aight, I'm finna get 
disrespectful in this 
muthaf* * ka"

My name is Richard Parrott IV 
aka Rich aka Coach P aka Shuff 
and my new nickname in the 
collection  ?Extra Large P? cause 
my name is kinda heavy out 
here. The cover story for this 
second issue of Global World 
Magazine was a no brainer. This 
year on March 30th, 2019 in 
Brooklyn at Starr Bar, Global 
Money Group and We Come in 
Peace headed by my brother 
Quis Christ, threw our second 
annual Free Sons Fest. 

It was a day that started off with my brother and 
performing artist Michael Nobody showing me a clip of 
Blue Face saying ?Yea aight, I?m finna get disrespectful in 
this muthaf* * ka? that I kept repeating the whole trip, 
then, 11 hours of driving, and a night filled with great 
music, along with great vibes. The lineup for this year?s 
event was Revenge of the Truence, Michael Nobody, Lul 
Lion, MKHL, Alfa Blvck, and Iso Indies. Each act had their 
own style that made for an incredible event that pushed 
this vision further.  You never know the places your 
dreams will take you but on March 30th my dreams took 
me to Brooklyn, and for this second issue, that falls on the 
second anniversary of Global Money Group starting, I?ll 
tell you all about the second annual Free Sons Fest. Talk 
about the power of the number 2! Stay Global my Friends!



neak -  f or  my cit y

"We greater than what history has made us, We greater 
than prisons won't let it chain us"

A problem with a lot of music today is that it lacks soul. It lacks 
that thing that gets you emotionally connected and paints 
pictures for you through the words that are being spoken. 
Anyone looking for all of that and more can stop their search at 
Chicago's own Neak on his new track "For My City".

Neak brings a ghetto sophistication that makes for great music 
with his new song "For My City. The production is reminiscent of 
music you could've heard from Willie Hutch's "The Mack" 
soundtrack. With the tone set just right Neak flows like wine, 
walking on water all over this track, giving all game with his 
relatable and soulful lyrics, you can vibe out to forever.

Neak "For My City" is that high class sophisticated rap we've 
come to enjoy from this talented artist. The flow is infectious, the 
lyrics are the perfect blend of conscious and cool, that come 
together to make a style that is fluid and overflowing with 
swagger to make this a masterpiece.

connect  wit h neak on t wit t er  
and inst r agr am

https://twitter.com/Neak_Undefined 

https://www.instagram.com/neak_undefined

https://www.instagram.com/neak_undefined/


bl ack kenn -  t ommy nap sack

connect  wit h bl ack kenn on 
t wit t er  and inst agr am

https://twitter.com/blackkenn__ 

https://www.instagram.com/black.kenn/

"Saw an opportunity and grabbed it"

Music was made to inspire. Made to bring out some emotion or 
thought from the listener. Just something more than what they 
came as before they hit play. What Black Kenn gives you with his 
new song "Tommy Nap Sack" is something that will make you 
move and also your new favorite song to listen to.

Black Kenn was first on Global Money World with his song 
"Atmosphere" and his performance on his new song "Tommy Nap 
Sack" is nothing short of amazing. The production is hard and 
exhilarating while Black Kenn provides all the excitement in the 
world, with his infectious flow that engages you from the second 
he opens his mouth till the track ends. The lyrics are swagger 
filled and have that bravado and machismo you look for in a next 
rap star.

Black Kenn's "Tommy Nap Sack" is hip hop gold. The supreme rap 
skills from Black Kenn deserve all the love and adoration 
garnered, with him providing a stellar performance over this 
exciting instrumental that helped showcase his high skill level in 
audio form. Greatness is in stored for this amazing artist.



t omar  kennedy -  on t he r un

connect  wit h t wit t er  and 
inst agr am

https://twitter.com/tomarkennedy 

https://www.instagram.com/tomarkennedy/

"Different when the cameras on, I'm war ready"

Being a great emcee can be a variety of things. With music being 
so subjective the criteria is truly limitless. For me a great emcee is 
an artist who lyrics are on point, a flow that is unmatched and 
delivers their message with the ultimate conviction, and a rapper 
who has originality and knows how to maximize their talents on a 
track. Tomar Kennedy does everything right on his new song "On 
The Run".

Tomar Kennedy holds back nothing and gives the fans his all on 
"On the Run". Tomar is relentless in his approach, rapping 
vigorously over this hard production with each hard line being 
delivered with the ultimate conviction, that shows he's the real 
deal. 

Tomar Kennedy's "On The Run" is the type of song to bring 
balance to the game. When everything is light and melodic, 
Tomar comes and gives you that raw feel which instantly engages 
you and has you on the edge of your seat waiting to see what he 
does next, on a record that doesn't disappoint for a second.

https://www.instagram.com/tomarkennedy/


shamar  al ef  and 
wil l spif f  -  godspeed 

?Surpass infinite from elevating Leviticus?

I first became aware of shamarAlef at the release party for his 
upcoming project ?Horse Power?. The music was truly special 
with the sound being creative and unique, while creating a raw 
Hip Hop experience anyone would be fortunate to be apart of. 
That night I was able to truly see the greatness of shamarAlef 
and with the release of his new video of ?Godspeed? featuring 
WillsPiff, the world will be able to see his greatness too.

shamarAlef and WillsPiff spit vigorously on this new track 
"Godspeed". WillsPiff starts it off and sounds like a man on a 
mission to take over the game and by the end of the record he 
surely does. The rhymes are just raw and bring excitement in 
every bar, that sounds like an audio version of an action packed 
blockbuster film. shamarAlef grabs the baton on this thrilling 
lyrical marathon while matching the same energy, that takes 
this track to another planet. Every hard line is delivered with 
masterful precision with his flow that is high powered, and 
makes you feel his energy from beginning to end.

shamarAlef and Wills Piff ?Godspeed? is that track you must not 
go another day without hearing. It 's high quality music from 
amazing artists that you will love and be waiting on alert for 
their next release. shamarAlef and WillsPiff display excellence in 
every facet of hip hop skill from their lyrics, flow, delivery, and 
all over the right production, that not only makes this a great 
display of hip hop but just a great record you need to hear.

connect  wit h shamar  al ef  and 
wil l spif f  on t wit t er  and 

inst agr am
https:// twitter.com/shamaralef

https:// twitter.com/willspiff

https://www.instagram.com/hiii_priest_hiii_feet

https://www.instagram.com/willspiff/



al bum r eview: 
chr is x sl ikk 

104.1
"I'm a Midwest n* * ga, on some Midwest sh* t"

The greatest ideas in this world come from collaboration and 
no minds come together like St Louis own chris x slikk. The 
pair first made their debut on Global Money World with their 
song "rush hour 2 it 's a sequel". Displaying their slick signature 
style that made them stand outs. They have continued to put 
out great work and have crafted together a masterpiece with 
their new project "104.1". Check out the review for all you 
need to know about the project.

Harvey Dent: A perfect intro track to let you know what to 
expect moving forward. The production is a trap soulful sound, 
with a trumpet sample underneath that works wonders. The 
flow is as fluid as water while being wavy all over the track, 
with his refreshing lyrics that you can vibe out to. 

stl, usa:  "Why these n* * gas bugging like they knew me and 
sh* t".chris x slikk keep the momentum going on the second 
track, that is perfect baton hand off for this project. The lyrics 
are brilliantly relatable and executed to perfection with a 
special delivery from the flow, that 's packed with their 
signature flavor. The verses are on point and makes this track 
an audio gem.

you know how i'm rockin: chris x slikk connect again to make 
another soulful masterpiece. The production takes you back to 
the 99 and 2000 neo soul period, while they bring their fresh 
approach to music making to create a vibe like no other. The 
rhymes are lyrical luxury, and give nothing but gems 
throughout.



throw dat ass like you mean it: This whole track is an experience that can only be described as 
"Player". The production has a certain sophistication to it, that blends perfectly with their raw lyrics 
filled with game, that creates a perfect storm of great music. It 's chris x slikk at their finest with 
them knowing how to have a perfect blend of soul and trill to make it digestible for the masses.

x (prod by Supertask): "A n* * ga feelin heavenly, it's almost like it's ecstasy". chris x slikk has their own 
unique sound and Supertask was able to produce a track, that fit their style perfectly while keeping 
the project sonically intact. The sound is a continual vibe from the groundwork already established 
that keeps this thing going. The track has a whole wavy and dreamy vibe that you can let play and 
just vibe out to in your own world, with their musical prowess being on full display.

look: The perfect track to follow up "x" with you not having to even think about hitting a skip 
button, with this pair giving you everything you could ask for over a track that keeps the same vibe 
going. The songwriting shines the brightest over this amazing production, with chris x slikk showing 
being sharp on the pen, isn't just all bars but actual song making, with this record being the 
ultimate proof of that.

fabo: "Geeked up like I'm Fabo" The perfect finale for an amazing piece of art. chris x slikk gives you 
everything and more on this final track on what is truly a superb body of work. This final song 
combines everything that give you throughout the project from the slick pen, slicker flows, great 
melodies, and wavy production to make this a stand out project for the pair to shine to the fullest.

chris x slikk "104.1" is a must listen that you owe to yourself if you love great music. chris x slikk 
work is everything that makes a project a stand out body of work, as this pair gives you genius on 
every track from beginning to end.

connect  wit h chr is x sl ikk on t wit t er  and 
inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/SLIKK_DARKO

https:// twitter.com/chrisfrmkro

https://www.instagram.com/chrisfrmkro

https://www.instagram.com/gawd_darko



mast er  pen -  miquo

" I used to tell em be safe, knowing this city full of hate" 

Being an emcee is about more than just spitting rhymes. It 's 
about telling a story and crafting together a body of work that 
is not only amazing music, but a record with integrity 
displaying everything it means to represent this culture of Hip 
Hop. An emcee who embodies this is Miquo with his new song 
"PROLEMS". Miquo was gracious enough to take the time to 
break down his Master Pen with us. Check out the interview

connect  wit h miquo on 
t wit t er  and inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/JHMiquo 

https://www.instagram.com/baldheadbum/



Who is Miquo t he ar t ist ?

I?d say I?m an artist who puts his life and pain into his music, a true poet from the city of Baytown Texas. 
A lot of people think Texas doesn?t have real raw spitters. I?m one of the few, I really rap and leave my 
soul on these tracks. I?m passionate about this music, I?m not in it just for the check. I?m in it to plant 
seeds for the youth, take care of my mother, put the team on and to make relatable music that the 
masses can vibe to. I?m as ill as they come.  

What  inspired t he raw  and lyr ical approach t o ?PROLEMS??

Man honestly, when I got the beat from AraabMuzik I just went crazy on the track letting out some of 
the anger and agony that?s been inside of me. I just started venting about all the problems and 
adversity I?ve had to face and overcome since I dropped out of college and threw away my football 
scholarship. It?s been a long and wild 5 years. I just had a lil bit to get off my chest here. Just wanted to 
give them a feel for the energy that?s going to be channeled on my forthcoming album. So I?d say my 
trials inspired the track wholeheartedly.

In your  opinion what  is t he bar  you wrot e t hat  you knew would get  people?s at t ent ion and 
break  it  down?

?IF YOU AINT GETTIN NO MONEY THESE PEOPLE FOLDIN LIKE WALLETS?

Self explanatory, when you not seeing ends you see who ya real friends are, a lot of people gonna fold 
on you and act as if they don?t see you out here hurtin. But when you got money everybody?s ya 
friend/relative.

What  do you t h ink  is t he bar  t hat  people m ay sleep on l ist ening t o ?PROLEMS? and why?

?THEY SAY THE GOOD DIE YOUNG

I GUESS MY SOUL REALLY ROTTEN?

I lost my lil brother (19yo) on 6/29/18 then my lil homie passed earlier this year. Both pure souls, young 
but had a mind of their own. I?ve been in plenty situations where I could?ve lost my life but somehow I?m 
still here. They say the good die young, so at times I feel like maybe I?m not as righteous as I thought I 
was and at times it feels like I?m rotten in the inside. Survivors guilt is a muthafucka yo. Shit is real and 
so is PTSD. 

What  would you rat e your  pen on ?PROLEMS? 1-10? 10 being t he highest ?

Honestly I wrote this verse straight off emotion. No extras, this was a personal joint. My pen was on 10 
per usual though. Just know my style is never the same yo so my approach/delivery is always gonna be 
different but ALWAYS on 10.

What  can people expect  next  f rom  Miquo?

Album Coming Soon, I?m working. I?m looking forward to being the rookie of the year in 2019. I gotta 
control the summer. I?m sitting on too much material. Can?t choke now, it?s crunch time.  



pr oducer  spot l ight  
j xke cr egxn

Hip hop has so many ways of connecting with people but 
the factor in Hip Hop and music in general is soul. That 
sound you hear that you feel in your chest and just nod 
your head from the soulful sounds, and hard beats 
knocking out your speakers. A producer who has this 
sound and mastered it is Jxke Cregxn. We first heard 
Jxke's work on Willie The Kid's "Going up" record. The 
production had the perfect storm of glamor and grime 
that you just vibe out to for a lifetime. Jxke Cregxn was 
gracious enough to take time to do an interview with us 
to take us behind his genius. The spotlight is on Jxke 
Cregxn!

connect  wit h j xke cr egxn on 
t wit t er  and inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/jxkecregxn

https://www.instagram.com/jxkecregxn/

http:// licenselounge.com/shop/jakecregan/

http://next-records.com/



Who is Jxke Cregxn t he Producer?

Jxke Cregxn is a producer based out of NYC who has produced for several artists including Fetty Wap, Rich 
the Kid, Willie The Kid, Smoke DZA, Young Nudy, Project Pat and JD Era.  He is also a co-owner of NEXT 
Records ? a music distribution and label services company working with the likes of Stalley, Benny the 
Butcher, Eto, Harry Fraud, AraabMUZIK, Willie The Kid and more.

How did you get  int o producing?

When I was a kid I taught myself how to play guitar and piano.  I had a small cassette recorder and 
started recording songs and covers.  By the time I was in High School, I got a MacBook and began cooking 
up on Garageband and flipping beats to artists in school.  Soon enough I linked up with Vel ? a crazy 
talented artist out of Chesapeake VA, and I started taking things seriously.  From there, the placements 
started coming in and I haven?t looked back since.

What  product ion sof t ware do you use and why?

I?m all about Ableton Live!  I?ve been using Ableton for the last 7-8 years and nothing else has compared.  I 
like to use a lot of live instruments and unique sounds in my productions and I?ve found that Ableton is the 
most diverse DAW and allows me to really push the envelope.

What  was your  creat ive process for  creat ing Will ie The Kid?s ?Going up??

Man.. When I cooked that one up I think I actually started with the drums.  I was in the studio and 
chopping up some sounds before creating the drum track that carries the record  After that I laid down 
some live bass and added those moody chords over top.  The original beat had a guitar solo towards the 
end but I ended up cutting it out except for some of the more subtle tones.  Willie shot me the final stems 
back a day or two later and that was that.

What  was your  favor it e project  t o work  on and why?

This is a tough one ? I have a new record on the way with someone I can?t disclose just yet that is going to 
definitely make some noise.  I also had the pleasure of playing some bass lines on the Willie The Kid x V Don 
?Blue Notes? EP.  That was a fun project to work on and definitely turned out great!

If  you could collab w it h any ar t ist  who would it  be and why?

I don?t think there is any one single artist that I would want to work with right now.  I just want to continue 
making good music and I appreciate the opportunity to collab with anyone dope.

What ?s next  for  Jxke Cregxn?

The next step is to push out all of this content!  I?ve got a lot of new records on the way that I?m looking 
forward to sharing.  I am currently working on a new EP with Downtown Dion ? he?s signed to Harry Fraud?s 
SRFSCHL imprint and is definitely one of the next up out of NYC.  I will also be releasing my first solo 
instrumental project this Spring.  Stay tuned!

 



pr oducer  spot l ight  
f idem beat s

Hip Hop has had it 's great share of Producer/ Artist combos. 
From legends like Large Professor, Pete Rock, RZA, and Q- Tip 
to name a few. All have laid ground work to show the different 
talents one can posses in Hip Hop. Someone that is following 
in that great tradition is Fidem Beats. We first got to hear his 
work with "Memories From The Bottom". Displaying his great 
range of talent, we had to know more. We are fortunate 
enough to get Fidem Beats to take time from his work to sit 
down and answer a few questions for us. The spotlight is on 
Fidem Beats!

connect  wit h f idem beat s on 
t wit t er  and inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/FidemBeats 

https://www.instagram.com/fidembeats/



Who is Fidem  Beat s t he Producer?

Fidem Beats the producer is something like an intellectual fueled human that is madly in love with 
melodic intricacies within production. I have produced over 135 different instrumentals in the past 12 
months alone and have put out over 300 songs with over 75 artists. I produce Hip Hop/Trap 
instrumentation for a full-time living. 

Who is Fidem  Beat s t he ar t ist ?

Fidem Beats the artist has a story to tell and lives to change. I focus on writing music that is conscious 
and serves an actual purpose in our industry. I cannot stand the massive amount of "music about 
nothing" that hundreds of thousands of artists are happy to put out day after day. We as humans are 
gifted with the ability to be creative... Why do so many of us utilize that gift on meaningless verses?

How did you get  int o producing?

I wanted to have full creative control over every single part of my music. A lot of artists in Hip Hop 
cannot grasp the understanding of what goes into the production that they rap on top of. My homie 
told me that in order for me to be successful in the music industry I needed to become needed (To fill a 
gap) So I taught myself how to do something that not everyone can do. That solidified my position in 
Hip Hop and gave me something that was marketable for a monetary gain.

What  product ion sof t ware do you use and why?

I create my melodies and "groove" in Native Instruments Maschine with Massive, Omnisphere, and 
Komplete, Export my project stems into FL Studio and structure my production out in FL, then master in 
FL.

For audio engineering (Vocals On the Track) I utilize Ableton with the Izotope Nectar suite. After I mix 
the track in Ableton I export them to FL Studio to master them. 

What  was your  creat ive process for  creat ing ?Mem or ies From  The Bot t om??

I was angry at the fact that us as Americans are slaves and most people are so wrapped up in the 
Racism, Hate, Feminism, Whatever arguments that they never realize the real problems that we all face. 
I had to address that. The beginning of the track started out with me talking about the situation that 
God has blessed me with now as opposed to where I have came from and onto how I feel about the 
bigger picture. 



What  was your  favor it e project  t o work  on and why?

The album that I am currently working on that "Memories From The Bottom" will ultimately be 
released on. It is going to be raw Hip Hop. I used to write music as an artist that I felt people would 
enjoy because it fit the "Standards" of what was popular. But over the past year I have secured the bag 
with being a music producer.. I decided that when I felt like writing a new album that It would be what 
I wanted it to be from a to z without any predetermined mold that it needed to fit. This album is going 
to get people in their feelings but I feel like it is time for people to wake up. 

If  you could collab w it h any ar t ist  who would it  be and why?

I pray that one day I could chop it up with J Cole, Kendrick, or Mac Miller when I pass into the next life 
because I feel like they are truly on a conscious level that I would like to be on when I advance my 
mentality. 

What ?s next  for  Fidem  Beat s?

Imma keep it pushing. This year is going to be astronomical for me, last year blew my expectations 
completely out of my human body. I still cannot fathom the impact that my creative mind is beginning 
to make on the world. I plan on continuing my grind, Every breath that I have the ability to take is a 
gift. I will never waste that <3



f ir st  cl ass 
kadeem phil l ips

When starting something the goal is to make as big of a 
statement as possible. With the first feature for First Class 
we wanted to bring the spotlight to someone that we 
knew exuded excellence and represented everything 
people can expect moving forward. CEO of Power 
Entertainment Kadeem Phillips was a no brainer for the 
first choice.

Kadeem Phillips is a stand out CEO who also manages a 
dream team roster of artists like Lul Lion, 
ProducedbyNigel, YS Trakkz, Hitkidd, A.O., and T Head. 
Kadeem was gracious enough to take time from his busy 
schedule to answer some questions for us. Check out the 
interview.

connect  wit h kadeem phil l ips 
on t wit t er  and inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/AChanged_Man

https://www.instagram.com/just_another_rumor



Who is Kadeem  Phil l ips?

That?s a tough question. Lol I?m really still trying to figure that out day to day. I was born and 
raised in Memphis till I moved to Nashville in 2010 for college at Fisk University. I?m a very laid 
back person, and I kinda live life through a different mindset than most. To answer your 
question honestly I?m the Coach. I build who I am, on what I can do for the people around me 
as well as myself. That?s all I focus on. Just really trying to be a better Kadeem Phillips than the 
day before. 

What  inspired you t o get  int o t he m usic business?

I?ve been in music since I was young. Started off with Band in middle school where I played 
Trombone. I taught myself to DJ and produce in high school. After becoming the VP of the Fisk 
University Choir, I gained a new passion in the music industry which was the administrative 
side. Shortly after arriving at UTKnox for another program, I had a couple of people approach 
me about management and even running their collective/label because of my knowledge of the 
music industry. Those conversations created the concept of a label that could possibly change 
the ideaolgy of underground labels not only in TN but on a global scale. I went on a trip in the 
summer of 2016 to Dallas, LA, and Boston, that completely evolved my understanding of the 
music industry and pushed me to create Power Entertainment. When I returned from my trip I 
came back to the small team I had and announced my idea for the label. A week later after 
signing my first 3 artist(DOSE, Reggie Ran$om, Monty G) who had been with me as I laid the 
foundation, I was told about Lul Lion, I called her we linked went to the studio. I called my good 
childhood friend Josh Blair(Burnie) for him to become president and he connected me with 
Gavin for AR, I got them in as staff, now we are on our first tour. It all happened so fast but we 
were prepared. 

What ?s your  vision for  Power  Ent er t ainm ent ?

My vision for Power Entertainment is to happen become a major label. As we explore the new 
music industry we learn to create opportunities for ourself rather than depending on others. I 
want to recreate the underground music industry and become that driving force to push artist 
to the next level. Labels don?t have to be this money hungry force chasing artist to sign them to 
deals where they never see any of their money. Our team has created a process in which 
everyone benefits. In a few years Power Entertainment will be able to effectively develop artist 
and restructure their careers to naturally flow with their talent. We wish to create a stress free 
environment where our Artist can focus on their music as well as learn the ins and outs of the 
music industry. We have a production label (ConcreteRose Productions) which will serve as our 
label for not only producers but graphic designers, film, photo, and fashion. The sky is the limit 
and we pretty much have our hands in everything. 



What  do you enjoy t he m ost  about  m anaging? What  do you f ind challenging 
about  m anaging?

I like creating opportunities for others, it really drives me to be able to secure something for 
somebody who I know deserves it. My most challenging experiences come when we work with 
others honestly. People don?t work like we do, and that?s not to say we think everything we do 
is right or what others do is wrong. At Power we just have a certain way we do things and it 
works for us. So when we try to merge that with others it just doesn't flow like when it?s our 
team. Surprisingly I love it do it?s hard to call it a challenge. I learn from mistakes that?s how I 
grow. Without that process we wouldn?t be here. 

What  advice would you give som eone t rying t o get  int o t he business side of  
m usic?

Create a vision and make it come true. Learn as much as you can. My first year with power 
was really research with my team and doing paperwork. It helped a lot because it wasn?t an 
opportunity we weren?t ready for. Stay true to yourself and to your team. Knowing where you 
want to go and what your vision is also helps. You have to understand things don?t happen 
over night as well. Even in the hard times stick through it. It will all pay off and that?s the best 
part. 

What  can people expect  next  f rom  you and your  ar t ist s?

We have a lot happening this year. Reggie Ran$om is getting ready for his debut album with 
Power Entertainment and it?s going to be career changing for him. Lul Lion is on tour for most 
of this year as we promote her first album(SAFE) and second EP(Threat Level Midnight). DOSE 
is set to drop is third EP with us as we continue to develop him as an artist. Matt Lucas is the 
newest member of our label and we are also excited to get started with him as well. We will be 
doing a lot more shows and doing our first round of visuals this year as well. It?s going to be a 
great year for Power Entertainment. 



t ake a l ook at  
gl obal  money 

gr oup x 
wecomeinpeace's 
f r ee sons f est  

2019!!!



The First annual Free Sons Fest took place on March 31st, 
2018 at Bushwick Public House in Brooklyn, New York. It 
featured Billypalmtrees, TF Society, Malachi, Mitch Green, 
OneTakeCarter, Nato Jacobs, I Am Rain, and Paperboyz 
FGMB. The first of anything is a mixed bag of emotions from 
nervous, anxious, and excited. Being the first time, we didn?t 
know what to expect but what we got was greatness. We 
had a roster full of talented artists, who came with the only 
intention of rocking the house. 

All brought their best work for the whole crowd to enjoy, as 
people came to enjoy the festivities until the final act 
ended.  With a win under our belt Global Money Group and 
We Come in Peace headed by Quis Christ without hesitation 
had to do it again.

Free Sons Fest 2019 took place in Brooklyn, New York on 
March 30th, 2019 at Starr Bar. The lineup was Revenge of 
the Truence, Michael Nobody, Lul Lion, MKHL, Alfa Blvck, 
and Iso Indies. Each act showed out, on a show filled with 
dope music with each act bringing 20 minutes of greatness. 

From the hardcore Hip Hop sound of Revenge of the 
Truence, The hybrid style of Michael Nobody, The soul and 
creative sound from Tennessee?s Lul Lion, The energetic and 
infectious style of MKHL, The high powered lyrical style of 
Top Five Artist to Look Forward to Winner Alfa Blvck, and 
the closing act Iso Indies who shut the place completely 
down to end the show. 

The night was a success from the quality of music, 
attendance, and love, as well admiration the acts received 
while also showing each other, that made it a night to 
remember.  Check out pictures and quotes from some of 
the acts who helped make it  a night for the ages and stay 
tuned for what we got next.



My experience at the first 
fest was really dope. i found 
myself in the usual role of 
"the guy that brought all 
that energy" even though the 
setting was pretty intimate. 
as an artist it ws a great 
opportunity to play some 
new music and see what the 
reaction was but the best 
part had to be the people in 
attendance. 

The acts were all top notch 
lyricists and performers and 
the faces in the crowd really 
welcomed us with great 
response and even a few 
publishers here and there..

Can't wait for the next

Only four words can 
describe my experience at 
Free Sons Fest ?It was a 
privilege.? Everyone from the 
host to the staff were very 
professional. The artists were 
treated as guests in 
someone?s home. I?ve done 
plenty of shows and this one 
sticks out as one of my 
favorite experiences, thank 
you!

My experience from the 
Free Sons Fest was also 
my first experience in New 
York. Being from the south 
I appreciate the 
opportunity to perform 
with other great artist 
from the north. Free Sons 
Fest gave people the 
opportunity to support 
and push one another to 
new heights. Starr Bar was 
an amazing venue and I 
appreciate the flow of 
performances. It was my 
pleasure to be the only 
woman artist in the bill 
and  The energy I received 
while performing was one 
of a kind. This opportunity 
showed me as well as my 
team just how far my 
music can travel. We will 
be back.

Michael  nobody

l ul  l ion

mkhl



Peace from the I$O crew, 
Thank you to Global 
Money Group for the 
opportunity to grace the 
stage at Free Sons Fest. It 
was a dope experience 
connecting with the people 
in the space and sharing 
our message. We look 
forward to any future 
endeavors and hope y?all 
keep uplifting other artists. 

:I had a blast at Free Sons 
Fest! The whole experience 
really emphasized the core of 
what it means to be an 
upcoming artist, and that?s 
having all the people come 
showcase their talent. Rich 
held it down and made sure 
everyone had their time and I 
was able to make a few really 
good connections for future 
endeavors. I enjoyed the 
diversity of the acts, as there 
was a little something for 
everybody. 

When it was my time to 
go on I felt the love and 
competitive intensity of 
being there all at the same 
time, and it?s a feeling that 
doesn?t come naturally 
whenever I touch a stage. 
The artists came to get 
busy and they brung bars 
with them. I?m extremely 
competitive with wordplay 
since I was born and 
raised in Harlem, so I 
could appreciate the 
authenticity of pure 
lyricism, especially when 
it?s combined with modern 
day grooves and sounds. I 
definitely had fun and 
can?t wait for the next one!

al f a bl vck

iso indies



gl obal  wor l d


